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Savanta is 
the new name 
in research and 
insight.

We inform and inspire better decision making.

Classification: Private



Market research 
is an exciting adventure



Offering the chance 
for discovery



Everyone loves a good insight

Does anyone here have an insight 
they’d like to share?



An
Insight: 

An enlightening, 
alternative explanation 

justifying a different approach



Our insights are too often 
only about the island (of research data)



Thoughts 
& Feelings

Actions 
& Events

Goal: 
Connecting the island to the mainland



Research 
Data

Business 
Data

SNAPSHOTS

We’ve tried importing client business data 
but it’s hard-won, slow and fragile

DATA 1 DATA 2

Actions 
& Events

Thoughts 
& Feelings



Statistics (E.g. slices of sales data and survey data) Customer Lifetime value by attitudinal segment

Mapping customer spend data to survey data Bringing to life segments made in the CRM (RFM)



Receiving data

11

The wrong way round?

Market 
Research 

Agency

Client

Sending data



We’re inviting people to the island

We should be taking the island to them



Our insight:

Clients can often extract 
more value from market 
research than market 
researchers.



API

ONE DATASET

Research 
Data

Client 
data 

warehouse

The different approach: 
Disintermediation



Disintermediation:
(Or “Piping”)

• Sending research data directly to clients (e.g. via an API)
• High frequency (e.g. daily)
• Playing no role in analysis or interpretation
• Enabling clients to blend research and business data at their end, 

on their terms
• Blending with: Sales data, employee data, product data, location 

data, etc.
• Often having no view of the end results or insights



In changing times…

Research risks becoming 
(even more) isolated
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Doesn’t this 
threaten the role 
of the traditional 

researcher?
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Move the role of the researcher 
from reporter to advisor

Plus: Giving researchers a role in directing tech teams 
to build client solutions

% Effort: Traditional Trackers % Effort: Disintermediated



Implications for 
MRS members and insight 

professionals



Who here has advised a retail 
client about omnichannel?



Is disintermediation
the research industry’s 

omnichannel moment?



10 years from now what will we do with all this 
disconnected data? And the people analysing it?



We shouldn’t stop at only survey data
(what about weather, social, syndicated data?)

ONGOING

ONE DATASET

Research 
Data

Other data?

Business 
Data





Summing up: Disintermediation

• BI / aggregation / in-housing: threats and opportunities

• Challenges island mentality yet offer a boat back

• New strategic roles are available on the mainland

• Disintermediation creates opportunities for clients to make 
better decisions

• It is a pipe if you make it just a pipe



Questions
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